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ping strategy was the domain of the top Levels of most organizations, 
but the Knowledge Age has changed the game by giving those all across an organization 
strategic thinking responsit;ilities. Jeff De Cagna talks about this change and how 
information professionals fit into the new way of developing strategy. 
To Pian, Pexhmrq To '7h;wk: Aye) Tbare's The Rub 
While informaeon professionals often plan without thinking when operating on relatively 
known information from the past anc present and there is [idle uncertaiqty in their ability 
to  carry out the pian, the sitiiation can change when the bnknowable, incertain, complex, 
or ambiguous increases. Stuart Weib explains how bbrarians can use stategic piarlning to 
combat these sitdations. 
hrrat-iny Vaiuet B u f l ~ i q  'the Sar&qy-F~~;md E iiBrwy 
Almost everyone, including kformatioq professionals, needs a strategic piar. Given the 
importance and ubiquity of informat;on and kncwiedge today, strztegy, arld nrategk plans 
are more-not less-importaqt to librarians. But there is PO easy way w create a strategic 
piarl and building ope takes a Lot of work. Alvin L. Jacobsorl and JoAnve L. Sparks discuss 
and illustrate four ooins of designiqg and sujlding a srrategk olan. 
Scsnax"?o PLaming: Crezfkq Strategy For Uncartain Emes 
Industry consoiidations, mergers, the explosion in technology, and globabzation are 
changing the worid. This change is forcing organizations to look f ~ r  ways to brace for the 
future and one of the best ways to do this is scenario pianning. Joe Willmore takes a Look at  
scenario planning from the need to develop a focal pcint to the anaiysis of the scenario. 
Your Attention Plsrase: A C o w e w t m n  with Tarn i3a~~enpsr-t: 
With the constant barrage of e-mail, voicemail, the scarcest resource in today's business 
world might be human akention. This is a belief held by Tom Davenport, director of the 
Accerlture Institute for Strategic Change and co-author (with John Beck) of The Agention 
Economy: Understmding the New Currency of Business. Information Outlook sat down with 
Davenport to  discuss at~ention sparis and other subjects. 
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can farmat citations in a reference iist, 
footnotes, or create a bibiiogwpky organ- 
:zed by subject headings - even prcduce a 
call r.urnber index. Download a Free 
Wndows 2r.d Macintosh Trial t 3dy  and 
see for yourseif! 
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As Chapters begin their programming for the SLA year, think about what you 
want both locally and association-wide from your association. 1 have the o2por- 
tunity to give my two cents every two months in :his column, as weli as to talk 
to you in the chapters I have the privilege of visiting. But communication must 
Se two-way. I believe you get out of some~hing directly in proportion to what 
you give to it. 
What can you do for SLA? The best answer is the one given by the Footman in 
Alice in W~nderland: 
"But what am I to dc?" said Alice. 
"Acything you like,'' said the Footman, and began whistling. 
You need tc consider what yoz enjoy doing, ar,d start from there. If time is a 
concern, there are many activities that require less of a time commitment than the 
major offices. Serving on the program committee or writing for your chapter or division bulletin are just two examples 
! keep hearing fron members that what they get the rnost out of the asscciation is the networking. Networking is a one- 
lo-one activity whore individuals share of themselves and listen and respond to one another. You can contribute ro thrs 
strength of the asscciation by "fietworkicg" with 0th" rembers! And you gain for yourself by doing it as weli! With the 
number of unrts :hat host discussion lists, you can network virtually as well as face to face. 
An extension of networking is mentoring. You can offer to be a menlor or seek a mentor to help you through nany 
chapters and divisions. The Library Manageneat Division has a -very visibie program at the Annual Conference, and the 
Diversity Leadership Development Program pairs mentcrs and mentees in their annual award program. if you don't see 
a program to work with, be entrepreneurial and approacii someone you have identified who ycu think can help you. 
Share yocr successes acG innovations. There are a variety of ways to share. Begin with discnssion lists and chapter 
networkiag. Eut dcn't stop there! Write your successes for chapter or division bul!e:ins. Ccntribute your chapter, 
division, an& caucus best practices to the SLA'S Leadership Rnow!edge Center. Contribute your professional "best 
racticess" to :he SLA Knowledge Base, Smar: Infcrmation Cecters' Circle of Excelience. it is designed to serve as a 
reference tooi for o72r =embers in creating an efficient and effective operating mechanism for developing and deiivering 
products and services to ;heir end users. Have you ever said, "Why are they doing it that way?" or "I can do it better." 
Sham your soiurion here. 
Communicate your issues. Buy your right to compIain by giving your recommendations for improve men:^. Can sorfiething 
-6. be done differently that would make you more effective within your organization? How can you work to help this happec? 
Help bricg rhe association visibility by your actions. Articulate the value you find from the association. Tell yocr 
employer why you are a member. How do you present the knowiedge you gain fron the annual conference or local 
chapter meeiings in terms of its value for your organizatior'i? 
n. 7 laxe responsibility for your future by playing an active roie. It's time for your voice to be heird. We'll be a stronger 
association for it. 
Hope K. Tiliman, SLA President 

by Jeff De Cagna, Guest Editor 
- 
'or years, the creation of or- 
ganizational srrategy was 
considered to be the exclusive 
province of the CEO and his 
or her sesior team. Those top 
leaders were viewed as the 
individua!s best positioned 
and most capable of seeing all 
of the  organization's 
strengths and weaknesses, as 
well as its opportanities and 
threats. To this way of think- 
ing, staff members below the 
most senior levels of the or- 
ganization had only one role 
with respect to strategy: un- 
questioned an-the-ground 
implementation. 
The Knowledge Age, how- 
ever, is changing the rules of 
the game. Today, developing and implementing strategy 
is a shared activity up, down, and across the organiza- 
tion. It is a necessary shift as it becomes increasingly 
important for workers at all levels to have a thorough 
understanding of the organization's strategy in order to 
facilirate more independent action. With the business 
environment moving as fast as it is today, it is irnpos- 
sible ior senior executives to pull the organization's strz- 
tegic Levers effectively from their removed positions {as 
if they ever really could), making the effort to achieve 
consistent strategic agreement essential to capitalizing 
an emerging ~narket opportunities. 
In this new context, information professionals can and 
shouid be important contributors to the organization's on- 
going strategic work. This issue of Information Outlook 
examines i s su~s  of strategy with the information profes- 
sional in mind. Professor and author Stuart Wells explains 
why strategic thinking is a critical capability in today's or- 
ganizations. A1 Jacobson and JoAme Sparks illustrate how 
strategic focus can improve the effectiveness of the corpo- 
rate information center. Joe Willmore explores the value of 
scenario planning in the process of crafting strategy. And 
in an interview about his new book, The Attention Economy, 
Tom Davenport explains why strategy should be seen as 
the challenge of properly allocating attention resources, a d  
how information professionals can participate in fostering 
a more balanced approach. 
We hope these articles will help you and your informa- 
tion professional colleagues to build your understanding 
of strategy, and will encourage you to become more ac- 
tively involved in your organization's strategic imitia:' # ives. 
We hope you will share your new thinking and practices 
about strategy with us. Just drop us an  e-mail at 
learninn@sla.org. We look forward to hearing from you. 
Stuart Welis, author ~f Choosing the Future: The PW/er of Strategic Thinking, is Pr~fessoi of Grganization 
and Management and Son Jose State University. He can be reached a t  stuart!~~eik@leadingedge.n.t. 
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quite  different from a plan t h a t  we label '"strategic." 1.n t h e  former case, our thought  process i s  straightforward and, 
probably, rather automatic. We are determining what we would like t o  e a t  and we know where t h e  store i s  Located. 
Altholrgh we are pplanning for t h e  future, t h e  content of t h a t  plan i s  predetermined. We are operating on relatively 
known information from t h e  past and present and there i s  Little uncertainty in  our ability t~ carry out  t h e  plan. The 
situation i s  fairLy simple with lit t le compaexity or ambiguity. The environment i s  stable, there are few factors subject 
t o  change, and we can be confident t h a t  t h e  consequences of our actions are predictable. A plan js t h e  product of 
thinking. Obviously, we are  thinking t o  derive and implement a simple plan but there i s  usually no attentiveness t o  
how we are thinking. Unfortunately, these  common experiences with planning reinforce our belief t h a t  we can plan 
without thinking. Just do if. 
When the plan is strztegic in nature, whar is unknowable, Strategic 'Thk king Precess 
uncertain, complex, or ambguous greatly increases. Our Strategic thinking, as any process, has three simple 
thought process needs to be significantly different from phases: inp& trerns$orn, and oalpat, 
the easy &a, and it has to be deliberate and conscious. In strategic thinking, we labei these process phases as 
Automatic rhinking, which is thinking using pre-existing perceiving, understanding, and reasoning. A thinking 
patterns, will not work. process should feei 
It reflects an ixpiicit be- natural and fiuid. The 
lief that the htum will be input phase naturally 
similar to xhe past. flows into the trans- 
Rather than concern our- : form phase, which in 
selves with strategic turn naturally flows 
planning, we ougk'. to be 
more koccsed on the ciar- 
ity of thinking required 
for strategy. 
In strategy, we are trying to convert information to knowl- 
edge ta a decision about a course of action in ?he future. 
We can oaly have information and knowledge about the 
past or present. The future is not known; it exists only in 
our minds. While we can decide what we will do-our 
strategy-we cannot guarantee that the worid we knew 
and the world we predicted when we choose a course of 
action will be the same when we are actually carrying 
out these actions. iience, even during the implementa- 
tior, of strategy, we cannot escape the continuing need 
for thinking. If the world would only remain static, un- 
changing, or at least reliably predictable, strategy would 
5e as simple as going to the grocery store. 
into the output phase. 
The line between per- 
ceiving and 
s tanding or 
under-  
under-  
standing and reasoning 
is not a wall but a highly permeable membrane. The 
purpose of using three phases ir, thinking is not to force 
thoughts into proper categories; it is to carry thoughts 
through a natural progression. It is best for the mind 
to grasp the entirety of the process and move among 
the phases rather than concentrate in lock-step fash- 
ion on one phase after the other. The purpose of the 
process is not to have you categorize thoughts you al- 
read.y have, but to organize them in a syste~llatic fash- 
i m  SO that new thoughts can emerge. It should aid 
intelligence, not stifle it. It should enable us to con- 
front ambiguity and complexity and be able tc see a 
path through it. 
September 280% 
These three phases can be summarized in three simpif Each player has a perspective on the world and sanething 
questions thar ultimately are qlrite challenging to fuIly they are trying to prodnce or create. Their decisions to act 
answer: and their plans, are in5ctenced by a variety of economic, 
technoiogical, social, Iegai, and cctitural forces. This phase 
0 What s e e m  to be happening? of percerving is more than gathering data; its uitinate pur- 
e What possibilities do we 5cel  pose is buiicling a knowledge base, it is not the data sitting 
e What are we going ro do asout iri in the computer system, %.it the knawiedge people indi- 
vidually and collecti~~eiy 
Mie are working on three 
phases that challenge us 
to rethink and add to our 
expertise, reconsider exist- 
ing patterns of thought, 
see the world through dif- 
ferent perspectives, ir,te- 
grate a range of complex 
elements, project possible 
futures, see areas for op- 
portunities and threars, 
deternine how to match 
our capabilities with this 
world, see p a t b a y s  for 
our strategy, choose a 
strategy, and foresee the 
road, potholes, and devfa- 
tions that conid occur as 
we implement our strate- 
gic decision. This is a 
range of complex 2nd in- 
tegrated thought. If we do 
not pay attentior, fo o x  
thinking, we coilapse m- 
der it. Rather than use our 
intelligence to embrace 
and manage the complex- 
ity7 ambiguity, and u s e r -  
taicty inherent in this pro- 
cess, we frequently avoid 
it and ignore the world as it is. The drive to practicality 
that has us trying :o get things done quickly arid Eini- 
mize ;he time we spend on thinking is a remarkabk de- 
tachment from reality. Ignoring what clay Se difficult to 
know is iqract icai  and ultinateiy detr i~~entai  to the 
long-mn health of the orgacization. 
Pcrceivf ng 
T.ke thinking pracess phase %hat addresses Row one 
&s-rilds fhe reBak.eazt 2nowledge Bnse. 
Perceiving is an expansive process, It has no iimit. The 
question-what seems to be happening-is a s  obvious 
perceiving cjuestiorr as there is no limit to the amount of 
knowledge one can build about the world wrrounding 
an organizaticr,. There are varioas players-cnstomers, 
clients, competitors, partners, suppliers, and so forth, 
try :o anderstand how :hey 
are thinking and how they might respond to changes in 
the future and our own strategic ini~latives, When we see 
the warid through the eyes of cur customers or clients, 
we understan5 whar riwy are tryicg tc do, We kaow bow 
our product or service enables them to move forward by 
providing the value they are seeking. We ~ e e d  to see the 
produc: or sewice through their eyes. This reqnires de- 
liberate thought or we will simply see our efforts through 
our own eyes. We will :Je Sack in .',he box. 
In the perceiving phase, we look in depth at the pieces of 
a puzzie-the variocs forces and players and pnt a11 that 
together i ~ t o  a few focused pictures that give us altema- 
tive and aeaningfui views of the future. We develoz; sce- 
narios that are complete pictures of what the world could 
look like. 
Search for chaes and articles 
by keymord, date, geograph~ 
source or a combination of a// four: 
*For a complete list of sources, 
go to: vmw2.emarkeie,~com/ 
research-firms php 
eblarketer's new eStat Database aggregates facts and 
figures from hundreds of the worid's leading research 
firms, consultancies and news agencies? Updated 
daily and easy to use, it saves time and resources and 
leads to quicker, more informed decisions, 
It provides a single, reliable source for all your 
e-business information needs. 
Covering every aspect of the globai internet economy, 
the estat Database puts insights from eMarketer 
analysts and the latest figures from industry, financial 
and government reports all in one place, so you can 
quickly compare anci evaluate them. There's nz better 
way to make sense of fast-changing e-business 
numbers, trends and projections, 
See the eStat Database for yourseif: go to www. 
eM\llarketer.com, or cal! toll-free 1-877-378-2871. 
For information on multiple subscriptioils, ask for 
Thomas Hammer, ext. 217. 
02001 evarqeter, Inc AII rlghts resewec Get . -telhgence for bmicess - ilmtmt& 
U~desstandf nq 
The rh i~k i -~ng  praeess gkasa ?has addresses how one 
determines fhe sig~J~9cirljzee a8 we fhe kn~,vE~dge 
base. 
The uncierstanding phase has much mope focus. With the 
question-whcrtpcsszbzlitzes do we face-we begin a serr- 
o m  effort to pay attention to s o r x  things and take ?he 
whether or not we can contime on that path, are stiil 
subject to changes in the environn-xat. k17e iook at this 
siiua'Lion ar,d typically conclude that we need to become 
proactive razher than reactive, and ecgage in coztingency 
planaing. I woulr: say that we are doing soEething quite 
different. We neer: lo &rink our response tinx to changes 
in forces or player decis:ons and act io~s.  The assump- 
risk of ignoring other things. The scenarios from the per- 
ceiving phase am our knowledge-5ased projections of the 
future refieciing possible decisions and behavior of play- 
ers as forces influence theE. Having several distinctive 
scenarios indicates the degree sf uncertainty we have 
about the future. Each of these fi;:ures contains the seeds 
and the potential blossoming of opportunities. We match 
these opportunities with the organization's existing and 
possible strengths. This matching determines the possi- 
b w t ~  .Li les avaiiabie; the organization simpiy cannot take 
every opportnnity, even when its competitors are posi- 
tioned to capitalize on some of the sane  possibiiities. it 
is useful to determine the nost advantageous possibili- 
ties for grasping and influencing the evolving nature of 
the environment. Furthermore, we are looking at the in- 
terplay of threats posed by the environment with the 
weaknesses or vuherabiiity of the organization. 
Reason4ng 
Ehe chfnking ~ P O C P ~ S S  phase chat addresses. usejiil 
conclusions OP" derisions PO ~ S S ~ Y C  ~mfipIere thi~?kfny 
565 i$ is no$ simpky ~o~ternp%atfm of ad isme bat 
leads to some farm of art-ion, 
The reasoning phase w:tH the question-what ore we 
gcing no do about it-shouid seem like a natural progres- 
sion of thought icitiated by identifyiag strategic possi- 
bilities. We have the challenging need to make a decision 
from all the possibilities. It means following one path 
and putting the rest aside. It is sir~iiar to going to a res- 
tauran? with many goo& choices but you can only eat 
one meal. We casr aside the other possibilities and we 
c5oose our future. 7% be =ore precise, we c h o s e  what 
w-e are going to do. The consequences of that actron, and 
;ions we ~ a d e  as we looked at player perspectives, de- 
rived patterns, and formed scenarios couE no longer 9e 
trrre. We try to idectify Triggers. soEe type of data or 
observable phenomenon that could alert us that our as- 
sumption 1s no longer vaiid an& the strategic par2 may 
need altering. 
fi F$rra$ ", 
.- t $-mqlr% OIS TkaTnking 
We have followed a partiular seqnence of thicking go- 
ing  fro^: perceiving to understanding to reasoning. Think- 
ing is not sequential; it is cyclical. Is is different frorn a 
physical process that musr proceed in a c  order and is cot 
reversible. W-e have only been thi~king; we have not yet 
done anything. T J J 2  kave not beguc to impie~enk the strat- 
egy. Frequently, through cur expertise in our industry, 
we have ideas about what we want to do. We are already 
starting with the reasoning chase and then move to the 
other phases to learz about the e n ~ i r o n ~ e n t  to test the 
sbrategc idea, d e t e r ~ ~ i n e  what oppertuoities would need 
to exist to be conducive to this idea, and verify whether 
we have the appropriate s2engrhs and capa5iiities to sake 
the idea work. We could star', in the understanding phase 
by focusing on core competencies-those few :Sings that 
the organization does consistentiy weii through the col- 
lective capability of its personnel. Moving to the orher 
t w ~  phases: the ozganization couid then see what it needs 
to do to best leverage those competencies in the current 
and iuture environnent. Whatever path we foilow, which- 
ever way we engage with the cycie of strategic thinking 
and its phases, we are choosing the future. Our decisiocs 
become part of tile future that emerges. We can lead or 
influence the evolution that inevi'rably happens in most 
industries and professions. 6 
;:" 
p a  ,yt. ":i" ,-a e.4 r.*. , 
;"*.A .%., ,, ; $ ,-., $ ',$ 2 g-2, ?;\*,$ .I-+ : 
w g A good cay. A ial?tastic day. The pressure was on 
~ O L :  de!ivered. Facts at your fingertips. The power to  search, Your way. Pinpoin: precision. 
Eest col?tent. Dow !ones and Reuters. Two globai leaders. One incredible new service. 
\/isit ~wd~.factiva.com/factiva to find out more. 
X I  Jocobs~n is senior partner oj,Yar?.well Associates, a management c~nsalting~h'rrn located in 
Cambridge, MA. He con be reoched A1 ot  oijacobson@mediaone.net 
JoAnne Speaks leads the content, training, ond marketing team in the I(now!edge Integmtion 
Resources group at  Biisto!-Myers Squibb. She can be reached at Joanne.sparks@bms.csm. 
and you will be guaranteed an immediate reaction. Most "good" managers are supposed to have a strategy, or at the 
very least to have thought about one. So it makes sense that the subject should be engaging. Yet, beyond this 
opening Line, where do you think the dialogue is bikely to go? Ask the next question such as "What elements belong 
in a good strategic plan?" or "How do I get started doing it?" or "What do I do with it when I'm done?" and you WN 
most assuredky be greeted by one of those killer enigmatic smiles. 
Fortucately, or perhaps unfortunately, information pro- 
fessionals are not immune to the challenge of thinking 
strategically. Given the importance and ubiquity of infor- 
mation and knowledge today, strategy, and strategic plans 
are more-not less-important to librarians. Caught be- 
tween the proverbial "rock and a hard place," where 
shodd you go and what should you do? 
There is no magic wand to wave that will iastantly pro- 
duce a strategic plan. Instead, it takes a lot of hard work. 
Moreover, and mach to the chagrin of the pianning side 
of the process, the most difficulty work begins after, cot 
before, the plan is completed. Getting direct and indirect 
reports, customers, and suppliers on board with the plan 
is a Long, arduous process, particularly where significant 
change is involved. 
For =os: of u.s starting out, the question is "where and 
how to begin?" The specifics will vary from company to 
company and situation to situation, but we believe there 
are four essential elements in the process: 
Determine the central value proposition and objec- 
tives of the plan. 
Conduct an opportunity assessment of existing ser- 
vices, projects, technoiogies, and skill sets against the 
value proposition. 
Build strategic maps that visually show how you plan 
to ger from where you are today to where you want 
to be tomorrow. 
Gesign and implement a measurement system that 
wiii monitor ongoing performance to plan and en- 
able "mid-stream" corrections. 
This article discusses and illustrates these four poiats 
using our recent and extensive experience of designing 
and building a strategic plan for the Knowledge Integra- 
tion Resources group at Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS).' To 
enhance the practical "take-aways" of this piece, our dis- 
cussion is specifically focused on the tools or techniques 
we found especially helpful during this process. 
Step f 4: Defjxre the Mabue Propositisn 
Arguably the most critical and difficult first step in devel- 
oping a strategic plan is to clearly state what it is that the 
library can and must do to add value to the broader orga- 
nization. The operative term in that sentence is, of course, 
'the broader organization." Usually, the special library 
or information centers exist within a larger for-profit or 
not-for-profit organization. Kot unlike accounting or hu- 
man resources, it is a support or resource center whose 
purpose is to enhance, facilitate, and encourage the 
achievement of the goals and objectives of the larger en- 
tity. Therefore, the process and steps involved in identi- 
fying the value proposition must begin and end with a 
clear understanding of where the organization is going. 
On the surface, defining the value proposition from the 
standpoint of the larger organization sounds straghtfor- 
ward. Yet, our experience is that it is anything but straight- 
forward or intuitive. Invite the manager or staff of most 
special libraries to respond to the question, "what can 
we do to enhance the value of cur services?" and the 
typical response you will get is " ... ask the cu~tomer."~ 
The response seems to flow naturally from the deep ser- 
vice mentality of librarians and their view of the purpose 
of libraries themselves. 
Developing a value proposition from the standpoint of 
the firm, however, requires a much more pro-ac?ive in- 
volvement in understanding where the firm is going, 
what are the principal drivers making this happen, and 
how does information services relate to that plan. It is 
about strategically aligning the library and information 
services with the organizational setting in which they 
are embedded. 
These days, online medicd databases are as common 
as, wel, a cold. But only one offers nore sources sf 
authoritative Re& informatioc than the rest: the 
Heal& & Wellmi  Resoarce Cea;lm- from the 
Gde  Group I 
One search is d l  it takes to access 3 wealth of health 
i~formarion yorr can trust. In fact, the Heal& & 
WeIlaaess $g,,owce C a f e ,  065ers a rznge of materials 
for a vast zrrdience, including health care profession& 
administrators, srz4 and health care stude~ts, n d  sup- 
?at-s continuing education and enrichmerrt, as well as 
patient education. 
Up-to-date and reviewed by your peers far accuracy, 
the curricrrlum-suppted content you'll find withip, 
r e s e a r c h  
Why is rhis different from simply asking what the end- 
user wants? 3ecause in many instances the customer or 
poteztial customer may not have a good sense of where 
the firm is headed strategically. Certainly your customers 
are and wili be familiar with what they need today, and 
they will likely suggest how some things may be differ- 
ent tomorrow. But this is nor the target you should shoot 
for with a strategic plan; the aim should be in the future, 
and it should be about how best to align the products, 
services, and resource base of the library with the strate- 
gic goals and objectives of the c~rporation.~ 
If you. are to identify the strategic direction of the firm, 
the obvisus thing to do is to ask senior management. 
This is exactly what we did at BMS and their response 
was clear and unequivocal. 
Within the R&D setting of the firm, management had two 
major strategic objectives: 
I .  Enhance the speed and quality of decision-maki-ng. 
2. Facilitate the creation, management, and leveraging 
of intellectual capital. 
In addition to the senior management interviews, we also 
conducted a series of end-user focus groups as well as 
individilal and group interview sessions with KIR staff 
members. The results strongly supported the general sen- 
timents of management, albeit at a much more detailed 
level. One "new" strategic objective did emerge from these 
discussions-the need to build and extend the KIR fran- 
chise to serve a broader net of end-users within and out- 
side of the BhdS R&D environment. Accordingly, we added 
a third strategic value proposition: 
3. Build and extend the KIR franchise. 
Step $2: Gppwtun i ty  Assessment 
Everything that happens after identifying the value propo- 
sition should be about creating a "strategy-focused orga- 
nizat'on (SFO] .04 The SF0 is a way of thinking, manag- 
ing, and behaving in such a way as to align and channel 
the naximum effort towards the achievement of the 
agreed strategic objectives. 
The process begins by classifying current products, ser- 
vices, and resources around each of the strategic objec- 
tives. In addition to understanding how the current port- 
folio of products, services, skill-sets, and technologies stack 
up, this effoi?: helps you to identify "gaps" that need to be 
addressed going forward. For managers, it provides a fa- 
miliar anchor point and connection between what they 
are doing today and where they want to go tomorrow. 
In the case of BMS, this assessment was conducted in a 
group setting. Each member of the KIR core management 
team was assigned to one of three grocps, with each graup 
representing one of the three strategic objectives. Each 
group was provided a statement of its objective, and then 
asked the following questions: 
What current initiatives, services, and projects con- 
tribute directly to the achievement of your objective? 
What goals do you have for your objective one and 
five years out? 
What specific and measurable objectives do you want 
to set for the next year? 
What impact would you have on the overall objec- 
tive, if you hit year one objectives? 
What are the principal service and product drivers 
underlying achievement of the overall objective? 
What resources are needed a:, achieve next year's ob- 
jectives? 
What are risks and implementation issues associated 
with meeting plan objectives? 
the conclusion of the exercise; each group reported 
their findings to the entire KIR management team. 
In addition to showing current links and gaps to the strate- 
gic objectives, one of the real becefits of this assessment is 
to encourage managers to think strategicaily. The give and 
take of the discussions at BMS were revealing in this re- 
spect. Several managers began to ask, "Why are we doing 
this anyway, and who is really benefiting from this service!" 
Others correctly pointed out that there were some services 
and projects that really contributed to both speed and qual- 
ity af decision-making and facilitated a build-sp of intellec- 
tual capital. This is precisely the ongoing dialogue required 
to build and sustain a strategy-focused organization. 
Step 63: Bufid the iSZ-rztegy Maps; 
The difficulty with most strategic plans is they are hard 
to describe and communicate. This is unfortunate for a 
number of reasons, not the least of which is poor under- 
standing contributes to poor execution, and in turn, to 
poor results. When you are tarling about changes that 
are significant and long-term [like most strategic changes), 
it is absolutely essential that all levels of the organiza- 
tion understand what you are doing, how you are doing 
it, and what their role is in making it happen. 
One of the more useful tools of Kaplan and Norton's strat- 
egy-focused organization is the concept of strategy maps.j 
Built around the concept of the bala~ced scorecard6, the 
strategy maps offer an overal! "cause and effect" visual 
for how strategic components are linked to one another. 
While maps can be customized to fit a particular situa- 
:ion, they follow some simple conventions: 
- The map is divided into four principal functional lay- 
ers; each one represents one sf fom key components 
in the balanced scorecard report - financial factors, 
customer-related attributes (e.g., sa',isfaction), internal 
processes, and technology infrastructure and learning. 
rn Financial outcomes are viewed as the c i t k a t e  resait 
of activities and outcones associated with prior invest- 
ments in technology a d  iearning, internal processes, 
and custoEer perspectives. 
@ Arrows illustrate cause-and-effect reiationshlps between 
actions in one layer and results in another. 
* Maps can be broken down into a cascade of more de- 
tailed, underiying maps or tbey can be aggregated up 
across a number of more specific activities, functiocs, 
or business ucits. 
The graphic below illustrates strategy for the 
KIR group within BMS. It shows the consoIiCateC view 
for all three strategic themes faciiitare the creation, =an- 
agernent, and Ieveraging of intellectcal capital, build and 
extend the KIR franchise, and enhance tLe speed and 
quality of decision-making7. X r ,  terms of financial out- 
c o ~ e s ,  we can see that enhancing speed acd quality of 
decision =aking are viewed as increasing overall Pro- 
duclivit)rt therefore reducing expenses, and iccreasing 
profits. The intellectuai capital objective, by contrast, im- 
pacts revenues directly ( e g ,  revezues from patents and 
lxensing agreements), and buliding and extending the RIR 
fracchise affects 90th revenze growth and produc5vity ont- 
corr,es. The customer strategic thrast is built around creat- 
ing a positive exgerience and long-term image and reia- 
tionship. The "cause-and-effed" assumption is that if this 
is done and done weli, :t wili positiveiy izpact all three 
strategic objectives. in similar fashion, the internai pro- 
cesses identify what needs to happen (e.g., innovation, 
customer relationship manageaent. [C:Wj, acd operational 
excellence) to achieve the positive clrstonm experience 
and long-term relationship/ir.age. Fkaily, the iearning 
and growth perspective ' describes key human and techni- 
cal resources required to service the internal processes. 
The power of szategy r z q s  is found in their ability io suc- 
cinctiy sammarize and graphically display for execztives 
and senior managers what the strategic pian is and how it 
works. 11: one single gzaphic, it is possible to iay out the 
plan's zey objectives, priorities, mearzrement concepts, and 
how you propose to get to the er~d point. At BMS, ::?is visu- 
alization was critical in gaining mannagernen: support for 
Osvplo) deep un((errld8uW 
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the plan. The strategy maps also served to further pro- 
mote understanding and dialogue among the RIR man- 
agers as they explored how their day-to-day work is tied 
to corporate revenue grow-th and producrivity strategies. 
Step 8 ?": Define and $rnpien.rer?f 
a Measurement System 
There is an old didum that says, "if yoa don't measure it, 
you can't manage it," and strategic plans need to be man- 
aged. Senior management, as well as your own managers, 
need to know haw you am performjng according to pian- 
whether you are on target to hit yocr milestones, what has 
changed in the environment that n a y  require a6jusments 
to the plan, and what resources need to be applied and 
where to get things Sack on track. Particularly as a sup- 
par? unit within a larger organizational environ~ent,  you 
need to demonstrate how you are doing relative to your 
goals and objectives, and ultimately show the d u e  yorr 
are creating for the f i r n  Metrics go to the heart of the 
question: is your work naking a real differences 
Based on our work at Bristoi-~Myers Squibb, we suggest 
the foiIowing steps in designing and i ~ p l e n e n t i n g  a 
measurement system: 
Measure objective or outcomes for each strategic ob- 
jective (in our case, speed and q~al i ty  of decision mak- 
ing, extend rhe franchise, facilitate creation of intellec- 
tual capital). Identify at least m e  measure. The rma- 
sures can be qualitative and quantitative and often you 
may choose to assign nore than one indicator to each 
objective. What is important is thar the measures be 
outcomes or "effect" indicators {e.g., percent of prior- 
ity requests completed within a four hour lurnaroucd 
or number of new service users per month) . 
Measure selective inputs or drivers-selectively sea- 
sure the inputs or drivers to the strategic plan. Refer- 
ring to Figure i above, the drivers are the things you 
are doir~g from the cilstomer, internal pmcess, and 
learning and growth perspectives to nake  a differ- 
ence in the strategic outcomes. Here again, you may 
choose to have ~;.ultiple measures for some activities, 
while for others there may not be a "gcod" rneasure 
available. A good place to stax is to review your ex- 
isting measurement system and see how thar fits with 
the strategic categories. 
Define target points and include ~ a n a g e r ' s  comments 
for each measure that you define, try to identify a 
target value (e.g., 97 percent turnaroand wit5 4 hours 
or 50 new users per month). There should also be 
space in the measurement system for managers to 
comment on reasons why perforrmnce may be "un- 
der" or "over" expectations. 
Keep it simpie-one of the traps that measurement 
systems fall into is that they quickly become COO bur- 
densome and too complex. Rather than spending valu- 
a5le time keeping an onerous syslern go~cg, effort 
should be focused cn the day-to-day wcrk that is add- 
ing real value to the company. For this reason, it is 
best to star?, with a sinple rr:easurement pian, and 
then add complexity as 5e required. 
CoEmunicate the system with an effeckve plan de- 
scribing the purposes acd mechanics of the meawre- 
ment systen. Managers in need lo be toid cleariy what 
is expecte5 fro= them and whar the objectives and 
purposes of the nxasureaent plan are all about. It is 
especially imporlant ro aiiay natural concerns of a 
'-gotcha" gaze. 
Revise ;he meaSEreK:enK system-strategy does not ex- 
isi in a vacaum hut -31 a real working setting that is 
constantiy changing and shifting. It is *erefore i ~ p o r -  
tant that the ~ e a s u r e ~ e n t  sysben used to A~onitor t3e 
strategy is reviewed and xpdated to reflect Llese changes. 
Concludan 
Directors, managers, and staff of speciai libraries kecir;ently 
describe themselves a d  the library as under-valued, an- 
der-leveraged, over-worked, and even adz31 in the cor;zo- 
rate rush to "create shareholder v a I ~ e ~ "  Whether this is 
true or not, we beiieve the only adequate response to these 
concerns is for the library to develop and exeeilte its own 
strategic plan, one that demonstrably shows alignment and 
commitment to the larger orga~ization. Only il;, this way, 
will it be possible to demonstrate conviilcingiy the long- 
term vake of information and library services. &> 
The authors would like to express thfir gra:i:ude a d  appreciation to 
the s:aif at Bristol-~Myers Squibb ( B M S )  fcr ailowkg 2s to share :his 
experience with!nfomation Oxtlook and :heir readers. ?a?articnlar 
thanks are dne tc Karen Lyons of BMS who reviewed a: earlier draft 
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z u c h  of the work described here. 
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RTAIR A H D  T U  BULENT "%"ME$ FOR QWGANIZATIONS, 
We continue to see  a wave of industry consolidations and mergers. The explosion in technology and computing power 
has impikations for how we define organizations, community, and participation besides raising opportunities for the 
Web as an advertising, information, and communication conduit. The increasing globalization of commerce and 
organizations has changed our marketplace and who potential customers and competitors are. Many public sector 
fields, slrch as  power and utilities, face deregutatfon. The amount of data i s  exploding exponentially. In short, the 
amount and rate of change i s  increasing. Our world i s  changing rapidly and i t  has never been more important t o  foster 
organizational learning than i t  i s  today. 
For special libraries, these rimes offer unique and chal- 
lenging opporlunities. Information is vital. Organizations 
increasingly seek to capture and manage knowledge ef- 
fectively. Yet efforts to capture and manage knowledge 
have often resulted in nothing more than data warehouses 
with chaotic stmctures, and outdated data driven more 
by technology '::?an by business goals. Special libraries 
find rhemseives confronted with harder tasks-manag- 
ing more information, evaluating relevance, dealing with 
"shelf-life" as data becomes obsolete quicker-while also 
potentially being able to offer more value to their clients 
who require more and better information. Through it all 
is the issue of perception. How do we know which infor- 
mation is most relevant? How do we know which op- 
tions matter most? How do we avoid costly mistakes? 
Given limitations in time, money, attention, and other 
resources, where do we focus? Special libraries must make 
c:?oices about where to focus and what to serve in ways 
that then help their client organizations focus correctiy. 
These choices are shaped by our perception. So how do 
we ensure our perception is sharp enough, focused 
enough to make the right choices for the future? 
In early 1973, Pierre Wack, head of Corporate Planning 
for Royal Dutch/Shell, was frustrated. He was frustrated 
because he felt that Shell (and indeed the entire world) 
was operating on the basis of two questionable assump- 
tions: that the supply of oiI would remain plentiful and 
that the price of oil would remain low. Wack developed 
an approach now referred to as scenario planning. Wack 
presented a series of short stories (or scenarios) about 
possible futures to senior management at Shell. In one 
scenario, an accident in Saudi Arabia led to the severing 
of an oil pipeline, which in turn, decreased production 
and thus supply, creating a market reaction that increased 
oil prices, allowing OPEC nations to pump less oil but 
make more money. Senior management, when confronted 
with the scenario, re-examined its assumptions about oil 
price and supply. Investigating further, they concluded 
that OPEC was preparing to increase oil prices. When the 
oil price shocks of 1973 hit, Shell was the only major 
Western company (or nation for that matter] that was 
prepared. Within two years, Shell moved from the eighth 
biggest oil company to the second. 
Some ten years later, Wack's protCge and successor, Peter 
Schwartz, was in charge of Sheli's planning. Faced with a 
multi-billion dollar decision about building a natural gas 
platform in the North Sea, Schwartz and his team again 
turned to scenario planning for guidance. Schwartz and 
his team noted that a key variable in this decision was the 
price of natural gas-a price thar was artificially high be- 
cause most natural gas came from the Soviet Union. In- 
vestigating this further, the scenario planners at Shell cre- 
ated a story entitled "the Greening of Russian-a tale of 
how communism fell, democracy, and a free market 
economy rose up, and the price of natural gas declined 
because Russia was no longer a threat to the Wesr. This 
scenario, crafted while the Soviets were still in Afghani- 
stan, while the United States was building a 600 ship navy, 
and before Ronald Reagan delivered his "evil empire" 
speech, identified Mikhail Gorbachev [who was not even 
a member of the Soviet Politburo at the time) as a reform- 
ist who would lead Russia in these sw-eeping changes. 
When the rest of the West was shocked in 1988 by the 
"sudden" fall of communism, the executives at Shell were 
wondering why the process had taken so long. 
Both of these examples are explained in much more de- 
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which is possibly the best introduction to the topic of 
scenario planning around. Scenario planning has been 
used by a range of organizations to help improve their 
perception and organizational learning. Shell aium Adam 
Kahane facilitated the transition from apartheid to ma- 
jority rule in South Africa in 1983 through the use of 
scenario planning. Scenario planning has been used by 
investment firms to forecast the economic crash in Asia 
in 1998, understand. development conditions in Eastern 
Europe in 1997, rethink military threats tc the United 
States in the mid 1990's, and develop strategies for firms 
in telecommunications, government, healthcare, IT, re- 
search, media, higher education, and non-profits. 
Bef~re we look at how to develop scenarios, it is useful to 
understand what scenario planning is not. Scenario plan- 
ning is not an attempt to predict the future. While it is 
tempting to view it as such and to try to write scenarios 
that forecast what the future will be, such efforts are 
doomed to fziI. Our perceptions determine what we think 
is "reality." Any prediction of the future is shaped almost 
totally by our perceptions. Organizations are typically 
unprepared for future events because of the limitations 
of rhelr perception, not a Iack of effort at trying to fore- 
cast what the f u t ~ r e  might 
be. Thus, scenarios do not 
predict the future-they 
highligh: our perceptual 
Iirnitations thus allowing 
L ~ S  to spot issues, trends, 
and developments that we 
would be otherwise un- 
aware. 
Additionally, scenario 
planning is not an attempt 
to develop possible sce- 
nafios for every potential 
development that might 
occur. Not only is this 
typically a waste of time, 
it leads to superficial 
analysis and we still fall 
victim to our perceptions. 
After all, if we fail to per- 
ceive something as pos- 
si'ole, we woald not de- 
velop a scenario for it. So 
attempting to develop sce- 
narios for all possible de- 
velopments is not only 
impossible, but leads to 
false confidence. 
point: an issue on which it is important to develop insight. 
The focal point is future oriented, by looking out sometime 
in the future. It is often phrased as a question. Tflically, the 
focal point does not predict a resuk ("how can we get more 
funding" or "how would we get more support for this initia- 
tive"). Instead, the focal point looks at particular issues ("how 
will technology shape libraries" or "what will information 
center needs look like in the fi~ture"). 
Once we have a focal point, we next identify an organi- 
zational mental model that exists. A mental model is a 
series of deeply held beliefs, assumptions, and blindspots 
around a particular issue. As organizational learning theo- 
rists Peter Senge and Chris Argyris have noted, deeply 
held mental models prevent learning and lead to percep- 
tual blindness. Organizations and even countries become 
oblivious to the obvious because of deeply held mental 
models. By determining what mental models exist that 
are relevant to the focal point, the scenario planners will 
be able to determine easily what beliefs and assumptions 
the scenarios need to challenge. It is by challenging these 
sacred beliefs and assumptions that organizational learn- 
ing takes place. Thus, the success of the scenarios is de- 
pendent mostly on the ability to identify and then chal- 
lenge the prevailing 
mental models that 
exist within the or- 
ganization. There 
are a variety of 
ways to identify or- 
ganizational mental 
models. One good 
hint is to look at 
themes that emerge 
in missed opportu- 
nities. Is there a par- 
ticular issue or sec- 
tor on which the 
organization seems 
to always "miss the 
boat?" Often times, 
outsiders, competi- 
tors, or former asso- 
ciates can be great 
resources on this is- 
sue because they 
now have a broader 
perspective than do 
people within the 
organization. 
Next, the scenario 
planners conduct 
an environmenfal 
scan to determine 
-what forces and 
The s c e ~ a r i c  planning 
process starts with a focal 
september 2OQZ 
trends are likely to be reievanr to this issue. Some of this 
information will have been gleaned already during the 
mentai model analysis. There are a number of toois for 
this part of the process: SWOT analyses (srrengrhs, weak- 
nesses, opportunities, and threats] or SEPT studies [so- 
cial, economic, political, and technological trends or 
forces). Once 2 comprehensive list has been developed; 
the participants in this process can either identify key 
themes among all the forces or vote to pick the two most 
important trends. The two thenes or trends are then 
placed on a matrix {see Figure I). The matrix is a way of 
testing our perspective. Variations on each theme are 
piaced oz the matrix in the form of a conti~uum. For 
instance, if one major trend affecring libraries is "increas- 
mg use of the Internet," this could be placed on a con- 
tinuum as "increased digital divide" on one end and 
"wider public access and use of the Internet" on rhe other 
end. Once the two thenes or trends have Seen placed on 
a nrarrix, they create the four qzadrants that are used tc 
suggest scenarios. 
The next stage of the process is ti3 flesh om each of 
rhese quadrants. Given what we aireacy know about 
the organization's nxentai models? this eienent of the 
process is relatively easy. Generally speaking, there is 
an inherent tension within each scena~io. As scenario 
that the focal point for om scenaric planning process is the following quesrion: 
emenr efforts play out in the next ten years? Let us also assume that afze 
r that the two biggest factors influencing k~owledge managemeci efforts ar 
Seing caprnred acd leveraged [and thus the kind of value it provides to the org 
re within the organization (which skapes how open people are with i~forrnationz, 
o share key learnings from mistakes, an& the degree of co!iaboraiior). 
a ight  look sonet5ing iike this.. . 
~ b ~ : i ~ $ n ; &  sf l,& Zi$raxim 
<i,eC: scxeoae s v h  s49.ar.s 5,~fo;fziailci~ 
wltbi:nt a :j&i pzc) q x  OX pc~sma . l  payoff) 
planner Mees Van Der Heijden (formerly of Shell) points 
out, we need to ground the scenario sufficiently in the 
participant's beliefs and mental models so they don't 
reject ii out of hand-we don't want too much "stretch" 
or the scenario will have no credibility. But we must 
add elements to the scenario that challenge the prevail- 
ing thought and belief systems. Additionally, each sce- 
nario should read a little like an emotional roller coaster. 
No scenario should be totally positive or negative in tone. 
Instead, each scenario should have elements that par- 
ticipants view as good news and other elements of the 
story that are seen as bad news. Finally: each scenario 
should accurately depict how the system actually func- 
tions. For instance, a scenario that describes the ecc- 
comic crash of a country [see Figure 23 should be an 
accurzte description of the sequence of events that would 
have to happen for a particular outcome to occur. This 
part of the process can often be a very powerful one as 
participants gain a richer understanding of how key sys- 
tems iu~c t ion  and why they sometimes "break down" 
or deliver unintended consequences. 
At this point (once the scenarios have been developed 
and refined), there is some form of discussion and analy- 
sis. Typically, discussion themes around the scenarios can 
be broken down into three areas: that which is surpris- 
ing to us about each scenario (which really gets into what 
the scenario teaches us about our perspective and meztal 
models], what data or knowledge gaps did we discover 
(the areas in which we need more research), and what 
follow-up actions or strategic revisions do we need to 
make (how our p:ans stack up and the changes we need 
to make). Organizations that are serious about scenario 
planning will often have several stages of discussions, 
during which initial reactions and insights are incluGed 
in subsequent conversations that examine applications 
and actions. 
There are a nuinber of ways that information profession- 
als ran use scenario plannicg. The most obvious fashion 
is to facilitate learning and strategic discussion within 
the organization. Used in this way, information profes- 
sionals can help their leaders understand how they pro- 
vide insight to the organization and that they don't just 
catalcg and warehouse data. Additionally, information 
professionals can use scenario planning for their own 
internal planning efforts to check assumptions about li- 
brary structure, processes and priorities, to develop in- 
sightful strategy, and to better understand their clients. 
Finally, scenario planning is a powerful and effective way 
to prcmote organizational learning. 
And organizations that learn quickly and place a high value 
on learning are also likely to be very supportive and col- 
laborative environments for libraries and information cen- 
ters, and the professionals who run them. 
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ple of an abbreviated scenario developed for a financial services client. Th 
reasing its investments in Asian economies. {Some details have Seen remove 
n order for the client to give permission for publicarion.) You'll note that -;, 
wrong (such as the handover of Bong Kong to the PRC;, the scenaso accurar 
ic implosion in South Korea wouid occur. Thus, the scenario served to prov 
ed flags or warning signals sc they couid get out of the market before a big 
a was developed, productivity in Sozth Korea was a: an ail-time high. By 19 
tared blackly from the window of his corner suite on the executive floor 
narters. As the sun set over the urban skyline that was Seoul, he refiec 
ars ccvid -nake: from market dominance in la96 to 5ankrzpicy in 19%. 
ntry's economic fzture were ail desrroyed. Sourh Korea-what had once 
-had been reduced to an imploding, financia! black hoie that sucked u 
than the banks and IMF couid supply it. What the financial analysts and . 
e "Korean Miracle" was now an economic shell on life sup-,ort. A ccnntry tha. 
l leadership and economic prosperity as a destiny brought abont by hard work 
ruin, being picked over by ontsiders for bargains. 
relationship in the country between the jusiness and the banking industry 
loans-money extended to investments that r,ever should have been appro 
d payoffs had put the banks in the back pockets of Hanbc, Ria, and all them 
banks approving every request from the business groups, there was a 
ed too qxickly and rased on toe a z c h  %orrowed capital for :he expans 
*ally over-extended, everyone sough-l to maximize production. Governm 
as trouble, refused to act. 
onal markets had become harder to ~. ine .  The US firnx had beccme more co 
rica were dropping, The rest of Asia, which was Zxypicaliy a fertile ma 
een a rise in its own production ca-,acities. Samsung ncw had to c o z p  
oducts and was iosing ground. And the Chirrese were undercrztting everyo 
w iabor costs. Koreac f i r m  had pushed production :o maximum capacir 
nventory rase. To =eve inventory, firms began cutting prices-first internail 
as weir. As profits dropped significantly, firms were unable to service their ae  
groups first turned to their in-house banks for additional financing. When 
o be over-extecded, they went abroad for reoney to stay anoar. This mean 
ckages were at the mercy of foreign currency rates. When the Hong K G ~  
, a capital sight ensued. The Chinese olficiais demanded c~llectior, and 
ong banks for financing an their debt, was hammered. The financi 
bankruptcy of 2 stricg 3 E  commercial banks holding Kia coilateral as well a 
was impacted. Because aii the banks were over-extended and holding aver-val 
o capital available. 
South Korean government stepped in. By devalning the Korean w 
in exports. Eui the devaluation served ts  increase foreign dejt and in&; 
access to IMF and World Bank financing. When Singapore and Bangkok fi 
n sales resumed. The South Korean economy coiiapsed. Ever, heaithy c 
oreign competitors began circiing iike vuitures; buyicg capacity for mere 
e of hard-ear~ed economic capacity and prosperity was Iost overnight. 
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for Strategic Change and co-author (with John Beck) of The Attention Economy: Understanding the New Currency of 
Business, probably not. According t o  Tom, the scarcest resource in today's bus.iness world i s  not ideas or even talent, 
but human attention. And when you stop t o  think about, :°t makes sense. We're all struggling t o  keep up with pace of  
change and technological development, the never-ending flow of e-mail contacts and voicemail messages, and the 
challenge of anticipating what an uncertain future wil l  bring. How much of your limited attention can you allocate t o  
any one thing? 
To expiore the value of attention for knowledge work- 
ers and their organizations, Information Outlook de- 
cided to chat with Tom Davenport about the book and, 
specificaiiy, about the relationship between attert '  lon 
and strategy. We think Tom's perspectives will, well, 
grab your attention! 
d ~ :  2 3  ,~sG. - Why did you and John decide to explore 
the roie of attentmn in our lives and in organizations? 
-:..~.-.., 7: 9,-,,>:..?-,*-,." 
:.".;.,A ...t,.:, :.. Well, having done a fair amount of work 
in the area of information and knowledge management, 
it became clear as 1 spoke to people in organizations about 
their ini::atives in these areas that attention was an es- 
sential commodity that was either already in shor& sup- 
ply or would be soon. Everybody was building reposito- 
ries and creating portals, and everybody was sending out 
compilations of w-hat the organization knew. These are 
all great activities but, to be effective, they depended on 
somebody paying artention to them. 
It occurred to me that at some point people were, in a 
sense, going lo run out of free attention or at least they 
were going tc have to get much better at allocating their 
existing supply. The importance of attention is one of 
those issues :hat -we have come to recognize over time. 
People iaik about it a great deal, and it is composed of 
various threads, ilrcluding information overload and at- 
t e n t i o ~  deficit and so on. Still, nobody had really ana- 
iyzed it in any detail. So we decided we would. 
jZ. Just so we are clear for our readers, what is the defi- 
nition you are using when you talk about "attention?" 
" 2" We Cefine attection as focused mental engagement on 
a particular piece of information, and we are interested in 
how both people and the organizations in which they 
work get attention, keep attention, allocate attention 
and so on. 
:D. One of the points that you make in the book is that 
"attention management" is not the same thing as "time 
management." Can you say a word about the difference 
between the two? 
'7: 1 think we've all had situations when we spend a lot 
of time on something, yet we do not give it very much 
attention, and other situations when we don't spend very 
much rime on something else yet give it quite a bit of 
focused mental engagement in that very short period. So, 
clearly, the two ideas are related, and I suppose the up- 
per boundary of your attention is the absolute amount of 
time that you have. In basic terms, however, attention is 
a combination of how much time you devote to some- 
thing, as well as how many brain cells you devote to 
something. 
2.3. Our September issue is about strategy, so let me jump 
into some questions on that subject. In The Attention 
Economy, you write that business strategy is most funda- 
mentally about focusing corporate attention on some 
options above others. Can you expand on that? 
I :rr Well, I have always thought that the whole exercise 
of strategy was one of focusing on some things and not 
others. As we started to think abcut this book, we thought 
that when it comes to strategy, what is being focused is 
people's attention within an organization. 
So say our strategy is to emphasize a particular product 
I N T R O D U C I N G  R 1  T .  
The system designed to get the right information in the 
right format to the right people at the right time. 
Right ... because it gives you a superior way to keep 
the entire enterprise informed and advancing. 
LEXIS -NEXIS Universe Smart Tools provides the 
information professional better tools to search, rerrieve, 
and distribute criticai inforrnation to every individual 
within your organizalioc. With LEXlS-NEXIS Universe 
Smart Tools. you have the ability i o  post documents, 
publish search resiiits, and place ilRLs (linked to key 
research) on your Intrmet. The informarion is then 
easily retrievable by every ernployee in the company. 
Know what's r@hij today. 
For more information on LEXS-NEXIS Smart Tools, 
cail 800,227,4908, or visit our Web site 
at www.ip.iexis-nexis.com. 
line within the organization, overcome a particular 
competitor, oi solve a particular type of customer prob- 
lem; a great many strategies say that the company will 
focus very heavily on its customers. All of this tells 3s 
:hat we hzve finite attention resources, and that we can't 
f ~ c u s  it cn everything equally. With that in mind, let's 
choose the things that reaily matter to our success and 
iocus our attention there. There is this kind of implicit 
assumption we make 
that If you focbis people's 
attention on something, 
it will get better, it will 
improve. Strategy, then, 
is basically a set of dec- 
larations about the  
things on which we 
think it is worth focus- 
ing our organizational 
attention. The attection 
then turns into effort, 
action, and change, or at 
least one hopes it does. 
But I think sometimes 
that when s t~ateges  go 
awry, it is because the 
strategies don't involve 
enough choices, and or- 
ganizations try to focus 
their attention on too 
many things. 
32: I think a great deaI 
about the importance of 
language, and one thing 
I wanted to ask you 
about is the language 
choice between the 
terms "strategic pian- 
ning" and "strategy" Do 
you think people ir, or- 
ganizatiom are likely to 
"strategic plan" and I think it focuses our attention on an 
ongoing process, rather than on producing a single docu- 
ment or deliverable. 
2::. One of the articles in this issue deals with scenario 
planning. Can you share how scenarios serve to focus 
organizational attention on strategic concerns? 
pay greater attention to the idea of strategy over yet an- 
other strategic plan, with all of the negative connotations 
that go with that tern? 
i :'. I think you are right that the term "strategy" sug- 
gests an ongoing process, and strategy sounds important. 
Strategic plan, on the other hand, suggests rhat the atten- 
tion is to be devoted to producing a document, and we 
assume f ~ o m  past experience that those documents aren't 
used very effectively in many cases. Even the fact that 
the ter= ""pan" implies a distinction between what we 
hope will happen and what actually happens is sorne- 
thicg we Oon't really want to believe. 
So I agree that "strategy" is a more appealing term than 
TD Scenarios are a 
great example of strat- 
egy as an attention-ori- 
ented exercise because 
they force you to ex- 
clude most aspects of 
the environment and 
focus your attention on 
a limited number of 
factors. In scenarios, 
you take two dimen- 
sions of your entire 
business environment 
and come up with a 
four-cell matrix that 
represents four differ- 
ent scenarios about the 
future. This is a pow- 
erful approach pre- 
cisely because we are 
excluding various ele- 
ments of the business 
environment that may 
distract us, and ac- 
knowledging that we 
must focus attention 
on oniy these two di- 
mensions and their 
possible impact on our 
organization. 
. . 
.:ve How does an orga- 
nization create a cul- 
ture in which its menbers are capable of devoting the 
necessary attention to innovation, which is increasingly 
a critical strategic capability? 
'.': Well, I think it is similar to the idea of strategy in a 
way because strategy is an occas:on when we step out of 
the day-to-day processes of our business and devote some 
concerted attention to what we would l%e our business 
to be in the future. I think innovation is the same way. 
My belief is that everybody is capable of engaging in in- 
novative thinking, but most people don't really feel like 
it is a legitimate effort to which they should be devoting 
their brain cells at any given moment. 
But if you can tell your people that some fraction of their 
septernber 202b 
mental energies needs to be devoted lo innovarion {rather you think information professionals should be asking 
than to the stalus quo), 1 think it is like turning on switch themselves as they try to make strategic choices for their 
in people's brains in ar, erlfo-! to 'narness all those neuruns own information centers within the broader context of 
for thinking about new stuff instead of jnst keeping the the organizations in which they work? 
existing business going. I think most organizations don't 
really carve out attention for innovation, and when they ?:2. Yon need to start out with the cnrrmt state of affairs; 
do, it tends to be a dedicated set of peopie ir. an R&D ?mc- and I think information professionals need some sense 
tion. I have always thought, kowever, that the organiza- 
tions that can turn everybody's brains toward innovation 
are going to be more successful rhan those who don't. 
,3 .  Tom, what advice can you offer to information pro- 
fessionals w : ? ~  are trying to discern how the organiza- 
tion is choosing to allocate irs attention resources strate- 
gically? 
- - 
: - .  I think it's a wry critical issue, a ~ d  basically the 
kind of information proliferation thar we've experienced 
over the past few decades has created a great need for 
people like informatim professionais wfro can help fc- 
cus the attention of peopie in an organization on what 
really matters. Indeed, giver ?he c'nanges we've seen in 
organfzations recentiy, I think it wast be peopie like in- 
formation professionals who look at the strategy of their 
organizations and then target and focus the infornxtion 
that is circulated throughout the firm 
Hf they do this, information professionais can Selp pm- 
tect their customers' attention from stuff tha; is not terri- 
bly relevant. Of course, it is a pretty heavy respo~sibiiity, 
and it requires a close working relationship between in- 
formation professionais and the senior management of 
the organization. S e ~ i o r  leaders must trust the i n f o r ~ a -  
tion professionai to interpret the strategy and translate 
that into what's really impofiant h r r ,  an information and 
knowledge stanbpoint. Historically, people have wanted 
unfiltered access to information, 2nd they didc't neces- 
sarily want intermediaries telling them what information 
really mattered. I think, however, that as attention is in 
shorter supply, they w:'I! be more gratefai and more in 
need of somebody to do that filtering and to g4ve them 
the information on which it really makes sense for them 
to focus their attention. 
;: . What are some of :he attention-focusing qzestions 
of where most of the organization's attention is gorng 
today. Then they can work with senior executives to rhinh 
through wkat senior Eanagers wazt people to be thfnk- 
ing about. 
When we worked with one of our consuiiing teams on 
this, we found that most of the team's attention was go- 
ing not to client-oriented innovation, bzt to internal co- 
ordization, i.e., how do we get organized and how da we 
work rogether to make sure we Eeet o x  commitments? 
But there wasn't much attention g o i ~ g  to new ideas ?hat 
could be ijrought to the ciiect. Once we realized there 
was a problem, we z a d e  a cooscioss effort :o improve 
things and, i~ fact, within a conpk of months there was 
a big improvement. 
So ! think you need to examine the s taxs  quo. When 
you think about how you would irke the kitare to 52 
different in terms of whit peopie shonld be focusiag on, 
then you can determine wkat information is needed to 
support that &:rection for the organizatros s attentioc 
going forward. 
- What is your candid. assessment of the current state of 
knowledge nxmagement activities in organizations, and 
where do you think we are headed over the 32x1 five years? 
... 
: , A . .- When it comes to knowledge xianagezent, I think 
we're at a crossroads. We've Suiit many repositories, we 
have created many portals, and we have strung together 
=any documents-electronic and otherwise-for knowi- 
edge management purposes. But I do not think we've 
done a very good job of integrating ail of these capabili- 
'Lies into what kncwiedge workers do. Because attention 
is so scarce and because there is toe Ilftle of it to go around; 
we have not had the effective ;use of knowledge xanage- 
Dent for which we ~ i g k t  have hoped. People are loc 
busy doing their regular jobs to be very effective as con- 
sumers and providers of knowledge. 
information . ;: . 
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So, we haven't "baked" knowledge management into .?D: We like to help our readers get to know the people 
today's jobs very effectively. We haven't redesigned the we interview a little bit on a personal ievei. This is our 
way work is done. We haven't made importing and ex- September issue, and since September is the month in 
porting knowledge a natural thing to do to make people which most people in North America go back to school, 
more effective. Instead, we've added knowledge manage- what was it that you liked best about going to school? 
ment on top of a l  of' the other things that knowledge 
workers do, and I think it has become a big problem. I 
believe  hat over the next couple of years, the organiza- 
tions rha? will really succeed with knowledge manags- 
ment will be those that start to think very carefully about 
the roIes of kaowledge workers. 
I role do you think information professionals can 
be or sheuld be playing when it comes to helping their 
individual customers manage their attention more effec- 
tiveiy and managing the organization's broader "atten- 
tion markets," as you refer to them in the book? 
' f 1 t h i ~ k  that this whole area of attention must be added 
to the repertoire of information professionals. The classi- 
cal model of the information professional involves find- 
ing ont what information people want. You do your ref- 
erecce interviews, define the requirements for their in- 
formation, and you deliver it to them in whatever form 
makes the most sense. 
The f x t  is, however, that just because you wanted some 
information doesn't necessarily mean that you're going 
to be able to attend to it at all. So information profession- 
als :nust become much more aggressive and attention- 
oriefited. It is a very attention-contentious world out there 
and, if infomation professionals want to be successful, 
they can't jusr provide information. Information ~ u s t  be 
provided in a very atrention-getting way, and you m s t  
think very creatively about how to do that. 
For example, in the book, I talk about what sane of the 
Accenture knowledge managers are doing. They nse the 
information they want to communicate in the context of 
a story, package it up in an appealing way, and send 
shorter items every week as opposed to longer items ev- 
ery month. The whole way the information is formatted 
and presentel needs to change dramatically if you care 
abour this dix~enson of attention. If you don't care abou: 
this dimension of attention, then as far as I can tell, you 
might as well be cut of business. 
'1':3: 1 loved school. I wish I could go back. It is one of the 
reasons why I keep teaching. 1 like being in touch with 
universities and schools and sc. on, The idea that, you 
could take a full-time job and devote it to reading, fearn- 
ing, and discussing things, that was an incredible Iuxu~y 
for me. Now I feel like 1 don't have that luxury much any 
more, and I reaily regret it. 
The good thing about teaching for me is that it's a way to 
learn new stuff, and it's an excuse to read. 
:::' Is there a particular teacher you had whose example 
you think about when you're ha~ring a difficult a ~ m e n t  
in teaching your own students? 
.. We11, I mostly teach MBAs ard, in general, I don't find 
that they are that motivated by the ideas. Instead, they are 
mostly motivated by getting the MBA as a credential and 
then returning to work I suppose, however, that my favcr- 
ite teacher is a man named Richard Machalek, who helped 
me 111 sociology as a undergraduate. Even though i was a 
lowly student, he was willing to be friends with me and he 
didn't make any distinction between us as student and pro- 
fessor. That's the kind of teacher I wouid like to be, one 
who does not make hard-and-fast distinctions between 
teacher and student. Richard was interested in learning from 
me, just as much as I was interested in learning from him, 
even though I felt like I had a great deal less to offer him. 
:h. You won't be surprised by my last question. What is 
it about libraries that you love? 
'7,s. Oh, I like the smell of the books. I like the serendip- 
ity of finding a book that you never thought about before 
or for which you weren't even iooking. I like comfort- 
able chairs. And I like being around other people who 
are reading and looking at books. 
To learpz more abazzt Torn Caven~port and the Attention 
Economy, visit wwx ettenrionbook. corn orz the World 
Wide Web. G 
Nerac extends a thank yok: to ali of our customers and friends who visited us 
a$ SLA in June. As you may have seen firse-hand at SLA, we incorporated 
several updates "i Nerac's services and \Neb site over she past yeas. '%rough 
ongoing feedback and vaiuable cespsqses froplf 3 recent cusfome?-loyaIty 
survey, Nerae continues to i%?lemenz changes that make sense fsr our users. 
.. r . . r; p, ,. . .r .: .;< -. 
r....3u ~:i>::;.::i..-:.. '''chle need even more relevant a ~ d  useful information," 
Long-term and short-term strategies are in place "; en&ance 
mere tailored resuits, 
"We ail have various disciplines and needs. Get to know us better." 
. . 
,: .~~,. .~. , .Q,r;~f~.:>r increased client communicatisn, from first contact f s  every 
Nerac experierrce, has become the focus for ail staff; 
"Give us information t h a t w e  can't find anywhere else." 
. . 
:< .,,,,,,.,.. :$-?. :I: :? r.2 . *.,.,., :5 ::.t:K;,::4,. .; *-. ex . Expansion of our in-house database colfection continues To 
be a top priority. 
,:. .< . . 
.,:. i :rlXI: ,a: fl ,<, .:C~sittrl. .-> ' <. % 'Yoi~r recent website rensva:isns have been great, We want more," 
systems upgrades and more user-friendly tools on 
And, we're not finished yet. Look for even more ebanges from Nerac in the 
upcoming year' 
Lea - 
by Bethann Ashfield, New York 
Stoek Exchange 
Question: 
What do shamrocks, symphony or- 
chestras, gazelles, federations, 
astronauts, atoms and molecules, 
school of sharks, virtual networks, 
white water rafting, jazz bands, dia- 
monds, and ant colonies have in 
common? 
Answer: 
"Not much. But all of them have 
been invoked to describe the prop- 
erties of a new organizational model 
that is replacing top-down bureau- 
cratic machines," said Roseabeth 
Moss Kanter in On the Frontiers of 
Management. 
What this flarvard Business School 
Professor has written sums up what 
my "StarShip Enterprise" is all about. 
We are ensemble players, working 
under the "baton of a world re- 
nowned brand." We're a community 
or beehive at work or play. 
You may be asking what the theme 
of this c o l u ~ n  is? It's about what 
radically changed my attitude, as 
well as my ability to expiore what's 
inside-iike exploring the ocean 
rather than blasting off into outer 
space. It's a necessary, vital part of 
truly being alive! We've done it on 
the NYSE trading floor. The special- 
ists' books are open. The floor's com- 
pletely transparent and there is noth- 
ing to hide. 
I learned the mantra "share and 
share alike" at KC1 (Knowledge 
Champion Institute). 
KC1 is not some brick and mortar 
building. It's a "state of mind." It is 
a very well orchestrated, flexible 
group of individuals pulled together 
to serve a purpose. 
"Knowledge Management" is a criti- 
cal part of doing business in today's 
economy. It is a term used to differ- 
entiate left-brain or ccncrete knowl- 
edge from right-brain or intuitive 
knowledge. KM is ". . .the harnessing 
and organization of information as- 
sets that reside in the databases of a 
company or in its employees' collec- 
tive brainpower." It has become such 
a critical part of doing business in 
today's economy that my StarShip 
must have it. 
KC1 asks its participants to "sign" a 
contract with their chosen mentor. 
My mentor happens to be my boss 
and partner. He pioneered the stock 
exchange's intranet initiative, and is 
now set to explore this discipline in 
order to capture whatever I get for 
his "tech silo." But KM is shared, not 
compiled. The intranet is the vehicle 
that conveys the knowledge map, 
but the central processing unit of Khf 
is the caliber of the brainpower in 
your individual enterprise. It's the 
minds that mine the data. 
SLA's managing director of Strategic 
Learning and Development, Jeff 
De C a g ~ a  (a.k.a., the "Learning 
Guy"), is so gung ho about teaching 
KM that he set up a three-and-a-half 
day symposium about it this past 
April at the Hyatt Regency in Crys- 
tal City, Va. The symposium's panel 
Techncskgy F o s ( . B ~  Coming t~ CaXifaxxzia 
The SLA Technology Forum (SLATech 2001) will be coming to 
Monterey, Calir., on October 24-28, 2001. Leading thinkers like John 
Seely Brown, Hal Varian, and Kevin Kelly will join session leaders 
from IEM, Dow Chemical, and UCLA to discuss: 
The Future of Knowledge Technologies 
Beyond the Cutting Edge: Technologies for Tomorrow's Informa- 
tion Prafessional 
Lessons for Building a 10,000-Year Library 
Content Personalization, User Customization, and Portal Strategies 
Ultra Power Searching: Advanced Search Strategy Formulation, 
Tools, and Techniques 
A day-by-day agenda and a registration form are available the SLA 
website at http: //www.sh-learninq.org/slatech. Wease contact SLA's 
Strategic Learning hotline at 202/939-3679 with your questions. The 
early decision registration date is August 31, 2001. 
september 2001 
Powell'% Sechnkol Booksfore i s  always seeking quality 
technical, scientifir, on$ lacademir titles. Our krtswbdgeobie 
used book buyers offer cash or trade and can help you 
ge! the most for your books. Paimre cslldions and Iibrarhs 
reviewed by appointment. for mere information please 
cerntietct Ryan Thomas at: 
GAL BOO 
(503% 228-39 
Tol Free: 808-225-691 s Fox: (503) 228-6505 
ernail: ryaan.fhomas@powells.com powe8is.com 
focused on D r ~  Nancy Dixon's text- 
book, Commor7 Knowledge: Now 
Ccmpaaies Thriva by Shanng TNhat 
They Know. The book outlines five 
"serial knowledge rransfers" e m  
braced by five separate enterprises. 
Seth Weaver Kahan, senior icforna- 
tion officer oi The World Bank, 
which was first to implement K-M. 
ased his stonyteiling skills to lead off 
the symposium, Storyteliing is a 
critical part sf KM and Seth set the 
stage for journey by passing around 
a "talking st ick (I immediately rec- 
ognized the "Shaman" in hin acd 
recalled Joe Campbell's lectures on 
these mystic healers] so t h a ~  each of 
us could discuss our journey ro Cryis- 
tal City and, in so doing so, find out 
where we had cone from and why 
we were there. 
The RM panel inciuded Dixon, 
Kahan, Ann NoIes, knswIedge 
champion of Capitai Oze, and Cheryl 
Lamb, manager of the Knowledge 
Resource Center at Buckman Labo- 
ratories Inrernationzi. De Cagna led 
the disczssion groups for the entire 
symposiun. As our mxcings, after- 
noons, and evenings blended to- 
gether, 1 goo% the sense that we were 
becoming one ianfiy. 
Each oi our days together gave us a 
clearer understanding of whar our 
individual enteprises sought, where 
each stood in reiation to the other, 
and how the knowledge of the se- 
rial transfers Dhon conveyed in her 
book could be used and repackaged 
to s ~ i t  the unique enterprises we 
represented. We listened to what the 
panelists shared with us acd digested 
. - 
rt rsrough a sesies of iapmvisational 
exercises. When we gathered to- 
gether on our last norning there, we 
told each other what we would say 
to OUT enteqrises when we retnmed 
home. 
It-s amazing what I thought I knew 
abou; my own enterprise, b:lt once I 
participated in the exercises and 
shaxd my bnow:ledge with the cth- 
ers at the symposium, r ~ y  kilowl- 
edge had evolved. 
We ail came to the realization that 
our journeys had barely begun. Now, 
we're learning and reading the Lit- 
eratcm absu: RM. The short jozlr- 
ney to Crystal City was merely the 
srepping-stone onto the "Yeieilsw- 
Brick Road" of KM. 
The e 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
The ACAM Digital Library includes: 
Over 20 ACM publications and archives 
15 years of conference proceedings 
Advanced searching capabilities 
Over 50,000 bibliographic citations 
700,000+ pages of downloadable text 
AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 
ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, 
please contact: 
ACM Member Services 
e-mail: acmhelp @ acrn. org 
phone: + 1-212-626-0500 
f a :  +I-212-944-1318 
Associat ion f o r  Compu t i ng  Machinery 
The First Society in  Compu t i ng  
CORPORATIONS & CONSORTIA, 
please contact: 
DL Coordinator 
e-mail: dl-info@ acrn. org 
phone: +1-212-626-0518 
fax: +l-212-941-1318 
After more than eight years of ltiga- 
tion, the final chapter in New Ysrk 
Times Y. Tmini was written when the 
United States Supreme Court handed 
down its decision ir?, the mse on June 
25, 2001.' Six freelance writers had 
sued the New York Times, Time 
W-amer and other publishers over tke 
electronic rights to their articles 
originally pu5lished in pr;nted news- 
papers and magazines but which 
publishers snbsecjuently made avail- 
able through various online data- 
bases such as LexisNexis and New 
B r k  Emes Oniine and on Genera: 
Periodicals OnDisc and other simi- 
lar CD-ROM products. 
When freelance writers signed agree- 
ments with publishers to include 
their articles in print jonrnals and 
newspapers, republicaPion of the ar- 
ticles in an electronic database was 
not mentioned in the agreements. 
Since no one envisioned such a de- 
velopment at the time, it is not un- 
usual that copyright transfers were 
silent about electronic rights. 
The district court had heid for pub- 
lishers2 (see Sepbmbes, 1999 &bpy~&ht 
COF~EF), which pubIishers appealed :o 
the Second Circuit CouT; of Appeals3 
{see Febma ry, ZOO0 cdizmn). The Sec- 
ond Circuit reversed, upholding t& 
writers' claims. The case was then 
appealed to the U S  Supreme Courto 
In a seven-two decision the Supreme 
Conit agreed with %he Second Circuit 
and held for %e writers. 
Under the 1936 Copyright Act, 
copyright beiongs to the aut3or. 
The author may transfer the entire 
copyright to a publisher or ociy cer- 
tain parts oi :he exclusive sights. IE 
order for a publisher to publish an 
articie, the author must transfer at 
least the reproduction and disrribu- 
tion rights for including the work in 
the journal or newspaper issue. Since 
1,995, newspaper and xagazine pub- 
lishers have required that transfers 
of reproduction and distribution 
rights also inciude electronic rights. 
Thus, the case dealt with artkles by 
freelance authors published in prfnr 
pubiications befom 1995 and later 
incorporated into online databases 
by the pnblishers. 
Sewspaper and jmrnals are collec- 
tive works in which separately copy- 
righted articles are pubiished as a 
collection. Two copyrights are in- 
wived, the first is in the individual 
article. In Tminf: the authors had reg- 
istered the copyrights in their indi- 
aTidual articles. The second copy~&ht 
is in the collective works; such as 
the journal issue, an& that co3yright 
is keld by the publishe~ According 
to the Court, one of the reasons for 
the revision of the copyright star.& 
in 1976 was to ensure that authors 
were not so disadvantaged as they 
had been in comparison to publish- 
ers. T k s ,  any right not specificaiiy 
transferred to a publisher belongs to 
the author. Since  he writers did E ~ I  
transfer rhe electronic rights to the 
publishers, sach rights remain with 
the author. 
The issue on appeal was whether in- 
corporation of articles by freelance 
authors into online databases li.e., 
copying them into the database), 
constituted a permissitfie revision 
under 4 201 [c) oi the Copyright Act. 
The statute states that in the absence 
38  an express transfer of copyright 
or one of :he rights under it, the 
owner of the copyright in the coIlec- 
tive work rs "presuned to haw ac- 
wired on6y the privilege or repro- 
ducing aod distributing the contri- 
bhtion as a part of that particular 
collective work, any revision of that 
collective work, and any later coi- 
lective work in the same series." 
Publishers main",alned that the in- 
clusion in a database of articles by 
freelance authors that had appeared 
in print issues was such a permis- 
sible revision. In an opinion writ- 
ten by hstice GinsSurg, the Court 
disagreed stating that such an en- 
conpassing construclioa of this sec- 
tion of :fie Act would dizinish t2e 
aurhors' exc':nsive rights in their ar- 
ticles. 
Pubiishers argued that re- 
productions of journals were privi- 
leged ravisions and electronic $ara- 
bases were n:, different. They be- 
lieved that "mvisions" should be me- 
dia neutral, and %bus a database was 
rhe sane  as a microforz version of 
a printed; journai. The Court ac- 
cepted the classificat%on of micro- 
fo r2  reproducrions as privileged 
Secause :hey look just iike the 
printed editions. including all adver- 
rising, headiines; etc., and ar',icles 
appear in the same order The =a- 
jority did not agree, however, that 
ciatabases were the equivalent of wi- 
croforns since the ariicks go not ap- 
pear as an "issue:" but instead a da- 
tabase is an entirely new compen- 
dium. The fact that users of the da- 
tabases can via a search generate a 
""rvkion" was not persuasive; in- 
stead, the Court framed the issue as 
whether the database %tseK presents 
?he author's contriSutior: as pax of 
a revision of the coilective work. 
The Court ah:, recagrrized that other 
countries have decided under their 
domestic Iaws t3at either Internet ~ a .  
CD-ROM reproductior: and distsbu- 
rfon of works by freelance authors 
vioiates the capyrighls of freelancers. 
So, tkis decision tracks whar is oc- 
curring internationally. 
Justice Stevens airthored a strong dis- 
sent joined by Justice Beyer. The dis- 
sent basically disagreed that inclu- 
sion oi articles by freelance authors 
in a database absent a specific trans- 
fer of :he electronic rights does not 
constiture a permissible revision 
under 9 201 (c) . The dissent believed 
that under the theory of media neu- 
trality, when a publisher reproduces 
a coilecticn of articles as ASCII files, 
it should be treated as a revision of 
the original text as long as each ar- 
ticle refers to the original collection 
such as She volume, page number, 
and date of the publication. 
Trze, page placement, column 
width, and orher such superficial 
features are lost, but the important 
editorial selection is wholly pre- 
served, Further, the dissent found 
that nothing the database does to the 
files transmitted from the publisher 
strips it of its status as a revision. 
More importantly, Justice Stevens in- 
dicated that the policies underlying 
copyright and the reasons for its ex- 
istence make it wrong for the ma- 
jority to reject this reading of the stat- 
ute. 
Publishers alleged that if the case 
were decided in favor of the freelance 
writers, they would be forced to ex- 
cise these articles from their data- 
bases. The majority stated that al- 
though this was possible, "specula- 
tion about future harms is no basis 
. . . . to shrink autlloriai rights . . . ." The 
dissent noted, however, that this de- 
cision, which seems to favor authors, 
could actually result in publishers 
requiring complete transfer of the 
entire copyright before it would ac- 
cept freelance ar?icles for publication, 
and that would put authors back in 
the same undesirable place they had 
been before passage of the 1976 Act. 
Although the American Library As- 
sociation and the Association of Re- 
search Libraries filed an amicus cu- 
riae brief on the side of authors, li- 
brarians clearly have an interest in 
the completeness of databases of 
magazine and newspaper  article^.^ 
If the result of Tisini is that articies 
are by freelance writers are removed 
from electronic databases, then the 
public and libraries will be seriously 
disadvantaged. On the other hand, 
some publishers may offer to settle 
with freelancers, which would ben- 
efit everyone. If this proves too com- 
plicated or difficult to achieve, then 
the quality of the databases on which 
librarians and library users depend 
will be compromised since articles 
by freelance writers prior to 1995 
will be removed. Libraries that elimi- 
nated back runs of printed journals 
and newspapers in reliance on elec- 
tronic access to complete runs, will 
be especially disadvantaged. 
This case wiI1 h cited 533 US.  ZCOI. T5e 
page sumber for the bIa& w2: be assig.ed Iater. 
' 972 F. Supp. 8C4 (S.D.N.Y. 1997). 
192 F.3d 356 ( id  Ck 1999). 
SLA and several other librxy associatiozs 
elected sot to join in :his brief but to remain 
neutral. SLA specifically hoped for a settle- 
ment among tke parties. 
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The Special Libraries Associarion has as i t s  long standing motto "Putting Knowledge to'vVork.@ What better way -La 
appiy this motto than to the 2002 Antsuai Conference in Los Angeies. The sessions and p~esentations wiii highlight 
how information professionals have always creativeiy met the informati02 needs 0 5  their organizations and ciien?s 
by utiiizing the core vaiues inherent ir: the motto of the Special Libraries Association. 
The emphasis on "K~owiedge" recsg?izes the acivit~es 04 m a y  Associatior? memeex in sli discidirles iqherene i r?  
Kno~vlecdge Management. There will be sessions devoted to  how in fo r~ : .a t : s~  Secorres knowledge and how 
information pro-fessronals can work wifh seriar rnacagers in :heir organimaticrs to enwre that Wevant knovdecige 
is  made avaiiable. 
The Conference will also highlight strategies bised in member organkatio-s that refiect the Associa"Lionrs recentiy 
adopted strategic plan - ""Pofessisnals Putting Knowledge to VVork il-: the 21" Century'These sessions are meant 
to give proper attention to  o x  future direcrions. We wi!i learn haw sur colleagues actuaiiy psi: knowledge to  
work in their organizations. 
SLKs 2802 Annual Conference recog~imes our past, our present, and SLY furure. Working with the fracics and 
program levels, confere~ce attendees should find thernseives with a ricb 6iversity of ropics to enswe a rewarding 
n?ce. and professisnaiiy mtirniiiating confer,, 
Special Libraries Association Announces 
New African Provisionai Chapter 
The S U  board of Directors approved a petition to create 
a Sub-Saharan Africa Provisional Chapter at its business 
meeting during the 92nd Annual Conference in San An- 
tonio in June. 
The chapter, SLNs fifty-eighth overall, will include all 
=embers oi the association who reside and work within 
the narions of Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, 
Cameraon, Cape Verde, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Djibouti, Eritrea, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Ivory Coast, 
Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, 
Mauritius, Mozambigue, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, 
Rwanda, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South 
Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zaire, Zam- 
bia, and Zimbabwe. 
Naylaf? Abrahams and Mariam Stuurman first proposed 
the idea ~f forming a South African Chapter at SLA's 91st 
Annual Conference in Philadelphia in June 2000. Four 
months later, a: the Global 2000 Worldwide Conference 
on Special Librarianship in Brighton, England, an Afri- 
can Fe!lows Group decided to pursue the idea of forming 
an §LA African Chapter. In an attempt to bolster support, 
both of the groups merged their initiatives and proposed. 
the fornaticn of the Sub-Saharan Africa Chapter. 
"We are delighted at the prospect. ..this collective initia- 
tive requires eshanced collaboration, a proactive approach 
in attempting to bridge the digital divide, but combined 
with SEA'S recog~ition of the developing nations as op- 
portunities for meaningful growth, it heralds the start of 
an exciting era for information professionals ii? Sub-Sa- 
haran Africa," Chapter President Naylah Abrahams said. 
"The creation of the Sub-Saharan Africa Chapter marks 
%he birth of SEA crossing into a new digital frontier. Nayla 
Abrahams and Sub-Saharan Africa Chapter merGbers have 
worked diligently over the past year directing support for 
this initiative, while expanding SiKs presence in these 
regions. We are very pleased to welcome the Sub-Saharan 
Africa Chapter into the SLA family and look forward to 
working with the chapter i~ all its future endeavors," 
said Dr. David R. Bender, executive director of SLA. 
High-Digital Imaging Expert Awarded 2601 
Goldspiel Award 
The SLB has awarded its 2001 Steven I. Goidspiel Memorial 
Research Grant to Mark Rorvig for his project "Exploiting 
Image Content Features for Image Index Term Assignment." 
The SLA Research Committee recommended the proposal, 
which was approved by SLA's Board of Directors at its June 
Annual Business Meeting in San Antonio, Texas. 
Named in honor of the former president of Disclosure, Inc. 
(now known as Primark), the Steven I. Goidspiel Memo- 
rial Research Fund was established in 1991. The endow- 
ment was created to provide up ro $20,000 to support re- 
search projects that promote the advancemenr of library 
sciences, particularly those projects focusing on the goals 
identified in SLA's Research Agenda. Recent winners have 
Easy Access to the Media and Information Resources 
for over 98 Industries. Comprehensive and up-to-date 
information like this would cost thousands of dollars or 
countless of hours of searching to find. 
We know, we've done it. 
The Grey House Directory of S~ecial Issues. 2001/02 
Trofiles h e  Eayes' Guides osd 2irecto:y issues of ovsi 1,800 Sosiness and node mogozines- 
hese ore mssfhve resources131 h e  researcher. Fcr qaik ocress to i nho f i on ,  eoth indaszy 
hcs ib owe chaptee! oand listings in t ide tonmct ififxmcfican, Web Si?es, Key Con!ucs, 
Price ocd Ordefing Infcimcfioz cnd mcre. 
IN PRINT - Sohcover ISBH: 1-930956-98-X; 624 pager; $175 
ONLINE -Annual Subscription: $345 [includes a free ropy of the print version) 
The Directorv of Business Information Resources. 2001 
The -source 19: contccts in 96 indvmies. This caehliy-reseo:ched volme detoiir the 
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IN PRINT - Softcover ISBH: 1-891482-98-X; 1,856 pages; $230 
ONLINE -Annual Subscription: $385 rmdudes a free copy of rbe print version) 
Don't miss this opportunity to have these important, comprehmsive 
resources on your desk - start saving research time and monq to&. 
Call today (800) 562-2139 or visit www.grqhouse.com 
Grey House Publishing 
i85 Millerton Road, Mierton, W 12 546 
(800) 562-2 139 m . g x y h o u s e . c o n  
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been awarded up to $29,900, though projecrs with smaller 
budgets are aiso encouraged. 
Rorvig is an associate professor at the School of Library 
and Information Sciences at the Universiiy of North Texas, 
Denton, Texas. He is aE established researcher in the ar- 
eas of storage, retrieval, and indexing, including inage 
classification, visual analysis for Information retrieval, 
and neaszrernent and evaiuarfon. The resuits of his re- 
search project will be disseminated at informatioc tech- 
noiogy conferences, publications, lectures, and tutorials. 
ShA Indsacts LexisNexk Irrto New John 
Cotton Dana Ciucte 
The SLA honored Lexishiexis as the inaugural member of 
the Johc Cotton Dana Circle during its 92nd Annnal Con- 
ference in §an Antonio, Texas. LexisNexis also served as 
one of the three Major Conferecce Partners with §LA tkis 
year. 
Named in honor of SLA's iounder, the Iohn Cotton Dana 
Circle recognizes outstanding corporations and individu- 
als demonstrating generosity and support of S M  and its 
xem:Jers during a five-year period. ~Wembers of the John 
Cotton Dana Circle take a proactive role in providing con- 
tinuing education to information professionals worldwide. 
A division of Reed Elsevier PLC, LexisNexis Groap prc- 
vides electronic research services to libraries, schools, 
colleges and universities, corporations, non-profits, and 
government offices. 
"We are very excited to announce LexislL'exis as ihe inau- 
gural member of the John Cotton Dana Circle. In order to 
be inducted into the circle; one Is recognized for one's 
outstanding leadership as demonstrated by their financial 
and orher conxnit~ents to the association and its mem- 
bers. LexisNexis, through their generous and sustained 
s~ppor t  of S M  programs and activities, has consisrentIy 
taken into account the pivotai role our members perform 
in the globai information community by setting a stan- 
dard by which other organizations can be measured," said 
SLA Executive Director, David R. Bender, PhD. 
Bill Pardae, CEO and President of LexisNexis was on hand 
to accept the award at the Opening General Session in 
the Henry B. Gonzales Convention Cecter. "'LexisNexis 
values highly our continuing partxership with §LA. be- 
cause we value highly the information professional," 
Pardue said. "These trained speciaiists are more impor- 
tant than ever in helping decision-makers zavigale the 
increasing volume of information they need to be suc- 
cessful. At LexisNexls, we see ourselves not as a vendor 
to, but a partner with, information prcfessiona1s, acd we 
are creating a legacy of enrichment and support to the 
§LA membership." 
I M t S  TO Host ieam.lrsg Corrferewce 
The Institute of Museum and Library Servlces (XMLS) will 
host a cocference in Washington, D.C., on Nov. 7 - 9, to 
examine experiments in creating community partnerships 
for Lifelong learning. 
The goal of the conference, which is part of the agency's 
2Ist century Iearner iniriative, is for comErmities to taks 
responsibility for fostering a iearning culture in the icfor- 
nation age. The agency said :hat continuing Zeveiopnents 
in technology and the increasing mobility and pluralism 
of popniations ?resent opportucities to increase skills, 
knowledge, and understa~ding. Becanse libraries and ~ u -  
seums are trusted stewards of the artifacts of history, cul- 
ture, science, and the natural world? they are among the 
most vital providers of these new learning opportunities. 
As the Federal agency that provides support for both 
iibraries and mzseums, IMLS has a primary focus on 
lifelong learning, partnership. and technology. la fis- 
cal year 2253, it anticipates awarding more than $2 
million for partnerships that address the needs of 21s: 
century learners. 
Ail who have an interest in or experience with creating 
community partnerships for lifelong learning, including 
representatives of libraries, masenms, colleges an6 other 
educational institutions, the broadcast field, the technoi- 
ogy field, the research field, and the funding and public 
policy sectors, are -welcone to attend. 
Registration is free. To register for the free conference 
contact Elizabeth Lyons at  c20.2: 606-4649 or 
eisrons@inls.gov. 
ina Information Intanqibles: 
d d 
Measuring the Bortom Line ContrBution of Librarians and Information Professionals 
by Frank H. Portugal, Ph. D. 
A determination of the bottom line value of libraries and 
information centers has proven difficult because of the intan- 
gible nature of the value and the use of archaic accounting 
systems that for the most part focus on tangible or physical 
assets rather than intangible ones. The problem is that the 
........... 
........... :x:.: : 
intangible value of libraries and information centers may be 
.X.!.!. 
- 
orders of magnitude greater than their tangible value. To 
overcome some of these measurement difficulties this 
workbork presents four different approaches to the intangible 
valuation of information resources. 
Compie:e the Corm below and return to Special Libraries Association, 
- 
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Washington, DC, USA 
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